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Civil Society
Biplob Gogoi
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Political Science

The idea of civil society has made an important mark in the realm of society and politics in
the most diverse settings and there have been several meanings attached to Civil Society in the
West. British theorist David Held offers a intriguing definition when he defines Civil society as
something which retains a “distinctive character to the extent that it is made up of areas of
social life, the domestic world, the economic sphere, cultural activities and political interaction
which are organised by private or voluntary arrangements between individuals and groups
outside the direct control of the state.” Some add that to amount to civil society, such political
interaction cannot be fragmented and excessively particularistic: it has to constitute what German
Philosopher Jurgen Habermas called the “public sphere”; Secondly, there is a normative
definition often overlapping this descriptive, sociological one: the idea that this public sphere
should be strengthened at the expense of the state. This view can be expressed conservatively
(the emphasis is on legality, private property, markets, and interest groups) or in more leftist
way (the emphasis is on empowering the groups prevented by allegedly prejudiced or selfish
elites from interacting on the basis of equality with their fellow citizens)
In the Hegelian concept of civil society which could be in the economic or the political
domain, each individual is concerned with his selfish goal. But each individual knows that he
cannot realise his goals without the help of others in society. Thus, it assumes the form of
universality because of its relation to others goals in society. Therefore each end or goal is
attained by an individual only along with the simultaneous welfare of others. In Tocqueville’s
sense of writing, we find civil society as voluntary, non-political, non-economic associations
that strengthen democracy and prevent the tyranny of the majority in the polity. Tocqueville
claims that individuals in society form associations that force them to consider the interests of
others. Civil society engenders the social norms and trust necessary for the people to work
together. Consequently civil society promotes democracy and checks the tyranny of the state
.Most importantly; civil society can remain fairly independent of the state.

Subaltern theorist Sudipta Kaviraj, in his state of
the art essay on civil society, identifies three contrasts
which help to exemplify the meaning of civil society:
It is defined through its opposition to natural society
or state of nature in early modern contract theory;
against the state in the entire liberal tradition; and
contrasted to community (gemeinschaft) in a
theoretical tradition of modern sociology. Along with
Sudipta Kaviraj, Poltical Scientist Partha Chatterjee
question as to how civil society exists as a narrow
bourgeois enclave in India. Kaviraj argues that the
autonomous individual or his choice is central to civil
society but both are absent in present communities,
which are the building blocks of our society. Hence,
authoritarian communities bereft of individual rights
can in no way act as a counter to the power of the
state, the way a civil society does. In the absence of
civil society in India, existing communities under the
modern state act as a political and not as a civil
society. Instead of a rights-bearing citizenry in civil
society, most Indians are the object of government
policies providing protection and welfare.
According to Foucault, they form a population
that is looked after and controlled by government.
Most of these population groups transgress the strict
lines of legality in their struggle to survive. Their
survival depends upon their ability to negotiate with
the state upon the ground of democracy and electoral
politics. With numbers on their side, political society
is seen by elites with anxiety as a threat to the norms
of civility and civil society. Partha Chaterjee explained
the division between civil society and political society
as the conflict between corporate and non-corporate
capital under conditions of post-colonial primitive
accumulation of capital. However, today, according
to Chatterjee, the state has to simultaneously take

measures to reverse the effects of primitive
accumulation on the dispossessed, especially in a
democracy. The government must provide for the
“livelihood needs” of the people, which is “a culturally
determined sense of what is minimally necessary for
a decent life, one that is neither unacceptably
impoverished nor excessive and luxurious”
Some of the definitions emerge out of the
shortcomings of the state, which is seen as repressive,
ineffectual, or unresponsive. The point of revival of
civil society is to collectivize the forces in society to
correct these shortcomings. If the state is
overextended but ineffectual, civil society means a
demand for the creation of other bodies in society
which can provide essentials services instead of the
faltering bureaucracies. If state is unresponsive and
the democratic party system appears too disorderly,
civil society calls for the regeneration of grassroots
organizations of marginal and dispossessed groups
who cannot usually make their aspiration break
through the regular format of political parties.
Taking the above arguments, we understand that
historically civil society comes from European
enlightenment. Because of this European
enlightenment thinking, there is a lot of debate about
the concept of civil society being applicable in nonEuropean society. However, civil society moorings,
even in Europe, were so fragile against the omnipotent
state (such as Bismarkian Germany) that civil society
was practically on the verge of collapse towards the
end of the nineteenth century, quite ironically, by the
intervention of the United States of America;
ironically, because monopolistic tendencies of the
American Industrial capitalism, controlled centrally
by multinational corporations and their impact in the
form of cultural homogenization are quite incoherent

... The Hegelian concept of civil society which could be in the
economic or the political domain, each individual is concerned
with his selfish goal. But each individual knows that he cannot
realise his goals without the help of others in society....


The need for change in political structure through
democratic process guiding towards new era of
development was experienced by many countries in Asia.
with the spirit of civil society.
When we look at civil society in Asia, it has not
been similar to the European civil society; one reason
is the domination of some form of colonial and
authoritarian rule through much of Asian history. The
cultural and social context makes the western concept
of civil society in Asian society unfamiliar. This
diversity in terms of functioning, composition and goals
vary quite substantially. Their colonial past affected
the makeup and spread of civil society which created
its own adaptation along religious and ethnic lines.
So in the Asian context, faith based organizations are
seen as important players and such groups have led
social reform process, philanthropic work in cases
and countries like by Buddhist factions in Myanmar,
Muslim groups in Indonesia and Malaysia and the
Church in Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand.
The understanding on civil society in Asia is
important as it underlines the history of its
development and evolution under circumstances
which were different to that of western context and
it was in 1950s and 1960s that civil society in Asia
organized itself in opposition to colonial and repressive
regimes. The need for change in political structure
through democratic process guiding towards new era
of development was experienced by many countries
in Asia. These principles and values of freedom and
modernity also penetrated the structure of family,
religion, cultural association, caste, class introducing
a model based on rational will.
Over the last two decades, NGO s have come
to be seen as universal forms of associational life,
and concerns have been raised among scholars and
activists about the dangers of NGOization of civil

society. The global spread of NGOs has meant that
their organizational forms, agendas, operational modes
and even social composition are very similar in
otherwise different countries.
So the question arises: what other actors should
be included in the definition of civil society? For some,
it refers to forms of associational life (charities,
advocacy coalition, social movements, and so on). It
is a problematic concept. Can political parties be
considered a part of civil society? In current working
trend, civil society is normally seen as separate from
political society; in other words, the former does not
include groups that explicitly seek to gain political
control of the state. In western context the civil
society gained strength during 1990 s precisely in
opposition to party politics and partly due to a growing
disaffection of citizens towards traditional political
processes. However many authors have called for
the inclusion of political parties in non-western context.
Though it is still debatable. Media is seen as part of
the civil society in much international discourse. But
the professional structure of media organization is not
voluntary. Their major role is to report
comprehensively and impartially without pursuing any
private interest. As far as peace building is concerned,
it is something that is brought from outside and one
which supports local people to do something with it.
But there has been a shift from this position since
early nineties ascertaining that peace has to come
from within: so there has to be support for local actors
as they are the one to build their own peace. Civil
society support has been massive since last twenty
years and there has really been a rise in support of
civil society initiatives all over the world.
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Stephen
Hawking
Bibekananda Sarma
BCA 5th Semester
Computer Science Department

When I look at the night sky, I often view the stars not just in space but also in terms of their
places in time light moves at a finite speed (299, 792 kilometers per second, to be precise), so the
journey from star to star is a very long one even for a beam of light. When astronomers talk
about light years of distance, they are literally describing the number of years it takes for light to
travel from those distant stars to your eyeball.
And so when I heard about the death of Stephen Hawking, I couldn’t help thinking
about his place in the stars. At some distance from Earth , there is a star whose light (as seen
right now on Earth) started its journey at the time when you were born. You can think of that as
your birth star. We all have one. Hawking has one and you can easily see it. His birth star is
shining brightly in the evening tonight.
Professor Stephen Willion Hawking was born on 8th January 1942 in Oxford, England.
His parents’ house was in north London but during the second world war Oxford was considered a safer place to have babies. When he was eight his family moved to st. Albans, a town
about 20 miles north of London.
At the age of eleven, Stephen went to st. Abans School and then on to University college,
Oxford (1952); his father’s old college. Stephen wanted to study mathematics although his father
would have preferred medicine. Mathematics was not available at University college, so he pursued physics instead. After three years and not very much work, he was awarded a first class
honours degree in natural science.
In October 1962, Stephen arrived at the Department of Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics (DAMTP) at the University of
Cambridge to do research in cosmology, there
being no-one working in that area in Oxford at
the time. His supervisor was Dennis Sciama,
although he had hoped to get Fred Hoyle who
was working in Combridge. After gaining his
Ph.D. (1965) with his thesis titled ‘properties
of Expanding Universes’, he became, first, a
research fellow (1965) then Fellow for Distinction in Science (1969) at Gonville & Caius Col-

lege. In 1966 he won the Adams Prize for his essay ‘
Singularities and the Geometry of Space-time’.
Stephen moved to the Institute of Astronomy (1968),
later moving back to DAMTP (1973). Employed as
a research assistant and havig published his first academic book the large scale structure of space-time,
with George Ellis. during the next few years, Stephen
was elected a fellow of the Royal Society (1974) and
Sherman Fairchild Distinguished Scholar at the California Institute of Technology (1974). He became a
Reader in Gravitational Physics at DAMTP (1975),
progressing to Professor of Gravitational Physics
(1977). He then held the position of Lucasion Professor of Mathematics (1979-2009). The chair was
founded in 1663 with money left in the will of the
Reverend Henry Lucas who had been the Member
of Parliament for the University. It was first held by
Isaac Barrow and then in 1969 by Isaac Newton.
From 2009, Stephen was employed as the Dennis
Stanton Avery and sally Tsui Wong-Avery Director
of Research at DAMTP.
Professor Stephen Hawking worked on the
basic laws which govern the universe. With Roger
Penrose he showed that Einstein’s general theory of
relativity implied space and time would have a beginning in the Big Bang and an end in black holes (1970).
These results indicated that it was necessary to unify
general relativity with quantum theory, the other great
scientific development of the first half of the 20th
century. On consequence of such as unification that
he discovered was that black holes should not be completely black, but rather should emit ‘ Howking’ radiation and eventually evaporate and disappear
(1974). Another conjecture is that the universe has
no edge or boundary in imaginary time. This would
imply that the way the universe began was completely
determined by the laws of science. Towards the end

of his life, Stephen was working with colleagues on a
possible resolution to the black hole information paradox, where debate centres around the conversation
of information.
His many publications encluded the Large
Scale Structure of Spacetime with G F R Ellis, General Relativity : An Einstion Centenary Survey, with
W Israel, and 300 years of Gravitation, with W Israel. Among the popular books Stephen Hawking published are his best seller A Brief History of Time,
Black Holes and Baby Universes and other Essays,
The Universe in a Natshell, The Grand Design and
My Brief History.
Professor Stephen Hawking received thirteen honorary degrees. He was awarded CBE (1982),
Sompanion of Honour (1989) and the presidential
Medal of Freedom (2009). He was the recipient of
many awards, meals and prizes, most notably the Fundamental Physic prize (2013), Copley Medal (2006)
and the Wolf Foundation prize (1988). He was a fellow of the Royal Society and a member of the US
National Academy of Sciences and the pointifical
Academy of Sciences.
In 1963 Stephen was diaghnosed with ALS,
a form of Motor Neurone Disease, shortly after his
21st birthday. In spite of being wheelchair – bound
and dependent on a computerised voice system for
communication Stephen continued to combine family
life (he has three children and three grandchildren)
with his research into theoretical physics, in addition
to an extensive programme of travel and public lectures. Thanks to the Zero-G Corporation, he experienced weightlessness in 2007 and always hoped to
make it into space one day.
Stephen Hawking died on 14 march 2018 at
the age of 76 in Cambridge, England.
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Interviewed

Nature Talk with
Mr. Udayan
Duarah
Nature Talk
with
Mr. Udayan Duarah
In the quiet sub-urban domain of Tapan Nagar,
Golaghat, lived a boy with dreams of being an actor.
His career though took a different route, the acting
bug in his head (as he calls it) never rested until he
went ahead with his dreams.
Mr. Udayan Duarah needs no introduction today.
The male lead of numerous Assamese daily soaps,
films like Gangs of Northeast and a feature in Fox
life’s “Awesome Assam with Sarah Todd”, this
actor cum spokesperson, has pinned many feathers
to his cap. A man with immense humility, inferable
gravitas and a soothing voice, spoke about his
despairs, conjectures and an introspection that
changed his life. We were lucky to have a special
Rendezvous with the actor on his life, career and
his days in Debraj Roy College.

Q: Which was the first show that proved to be the
stepping stone for your acting career?
A: It was a show called ‘4 Idiots’ that aired on
Rengoni tv. I auditioned for it and that was it. I always
had an bug for acting in my head. I just didn’t get a
chance.

were not that sound, were given minor roles like
‘gatekeeper’ or one-liners. I would get very sad. I
would then always think that I have to become a
good actor someday (laughs). So, you can say it was
a childhood arrogance of mine. But, I became more
serious about it (acting) from 2012.

Q: When or at which point of time did you decide
that you wanted to become an actor?

Q: So, What was it that in 2012 you decided to be
an actor?

A: From my college days, you can even say from my
school days. It was a hidden desire. I have always
wanted it. I was just never given a chance. Back
then, during school plays, the academically sound
pupils got better roles whereas pupils like me, who

A: No, before that I was in Bombay (Mumbai) doing
a corporate job. Then, I opened an event company
and even faced loss in it. While working in the
company, I would always think, "What am I doing
something? Why am pushing myself to do something

mates I had from D. R. College. Weare
all busy in different sectors now but
our‘Gosor Tolor Adda’still prevails. My
heart still desires to visit D.R. College
again, especially, to relive the moments
of riding on a bicycle and our
‘Adda’under the tree.
Q: You are now an established and
renowned actor. Your story behind
that?
A: I don’t know of the word‘renowned’
as there are many who don’t know me
yet. As for ‘established’, I can’t say
about that either since I have a lot more
to do. But, it is whatever I have done till
now and how much I have received.All
I can say is enthusiasm.
Q: Who have been your inspirations
for your career or life in general?

I don’t like?” Then I came back to Guwahati in 2012.
There was a channel called Frontier TV. I, then, began
anchoring for its morning prime show. It was, during
those days, when I received a call from a producer/
director asking me if I would like to audition for a role.I
gave it and that was it, the beginning.

A: Yes, I have been inspired by some
artists. They are not actors but people
like Gulzaar Saab, Javed Akhtar Saab
etc. They have been writing from the
time my father was young and they still
do . One thing I have learnt from them
is how to make oneself relevant with
time and that is the biggest thing.

Q: You also secured a chance to feature in a NatGeo documentary. How was your experience in
that?

Q: Finally, any message you would
like to dedicate to all the Debrajians
out there?

A:Yes, my experience was really good. It was a show
on Nat-geo called “Awesome Assam”. It was hosted
by Sarah Todd, an Australian master chef and
supermodel. I was with her. So, I learnt a lot and felt
really happy to be working with such a big organisation.
It was aired in both Nat Geo and Fox life.

A:Just one thing. It’s a beautiful college,
in the first place. I, myself, am a former
student. I mean it’s (thecollege) one of
the‘best-est’of Assam, I would say.
Moreover, to all theDebrajian’s out there,
I would like to share a simple message
that whatever you believe in, dream of,
aspire to do; just do it. Don’t listen to
the thousands out there. Keep listening
to your will and you shall prosper.

Q: You passed out of Debraj Roy College in 2007.
Any moment of Nostalgia or experience of your
college days, you would like to share?
A: There are many, but one notably is ‘Gosortolor
Adda’. You can say it started from us. We (me and
some of my friends) lay the foundation for it and it
sustained. We also have a group with all of mybatch

Interviewed by Yojurved & Bornali



“Life is an adventure, it is not a package tour.”
– Eckhart Tolle
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HIJDA
The
Reflection
of Black
Yojurved Rajkhowa
5th Sem. Dept. of Zoology
‘Claps resounded rhythmically as she walked
past the cars waiting at the traffic signal. The people
who saw her winced their faces and rolled up the
windows. Yet she walked past the cars, giving a deaf
ear to all the taunts, with her brittle dignity held high.
For she knew, begging was her only option of living.
She was after all born a hijda.’
Beneath, the hustle and bustle of a posh and
sophisticated India, lives the hijda community in the
dark galores of ignorance where vermines of mockery and hatred lurk and the malodour of unwantedness
prevails.
Yet, the hijdas survive, laugh, live a life of
unity. Embracing the hard truth that they are being
punished for being born the way they are.
Nature plans to give a unique gender identity
to every child that arrives from the mother’s protective womb. But when fails, is thrown away the child,
in the rotten bins of trash covered by the veil of
unwantedness. It waits to be picked up by the people
‘ of its kind’ rescued and taken to the same galores
of darkness where they reside. For there might be no
light of sophisitication but there certainly is a warmth
of acceptance.
The people living in the societies of light, however, have the priviledge to call themselves ‘normal’

and enjoy the basic rights bestowed on them. Whilst
some even are shared with the animal world, those
living in the dark are usually ignored for they donot
befit the normal male and female of society.
“They deserve to be mistreated for they are
being punished for crimes in their previous birth”, say
the pundits who hold the flag of religion.
The branches of the tree of education, that
extend towards the darkness to bring them under the
same shade of equality are cut down by the flag bearers of 'normal people' because they either fear the
fruits of education are not deserved by ‘ abnormals’
would be misused or simply wasted. How can they
even imagine such inferior beings step on shoulder to
shoulder with their own lads? Deprived of education,
the only factor that would have made them feel accepted, begging by singing and dancing remains the
only option for them to fill their stomachs with honour
and dignity.
The earnings however little might be, are always enough for them to share, have each other’s
back, and sometimes even support the children of
their own kind, rescued from the foul unhygienic pits
of trash and unwanted wastes.
They, however have no qualms of what life
has thrown to them nor they complain about the dark,
smelly galores of injustice where they live. For they
live life on their own terms, hoping that some day the
roof of the dungeon will fall down and light will penetrate covering them under the same blanket of equality.
‘ The rhythmic claps continued. Some kind
hearted people, did offer her some money and she
simply prayed for them “May God never make your
child enter the galores of darkness”.
***



Tea Garden Tourism
In Upper Assam
Aditi Verma
B.Sc. 5th Sem, Dept. of Zoology
‘Undulating tea gardens, winding lanes,
scenic views, rich and varied culture, historical
monuments, Old Chang Bungalows of Colonial
times, friendly people, succulent traditional dishes,
the place has to offer a lot more to nature lovers,
and to ones who are keen on going for a
rendezvour with their loved ones to a place away
from the hustle and bustle of the crowd. Blessed
with picturesque landscape, abundant flora and
fauna, the place has everything that, you would
look for in an ideal tourist destination.’
Every morning you say hello to Assam when
you sip your cup of hot brewed tea while reading the
headlines of the newspaper! Carefully handpicked,
tried and tested, the Tea of Assam has unsurpassable
aroma and taste.
By venturing into the tea capital, spending
time admist the tea gardens, taking an enriching stroll
and choosing for adventure sports like trekking, you
will be assured of having the best of time!
Get a glimpse of the life and culture of the
tea tribes, their festivals and way of merry making !
These people very diligently perform the task of plucking tea leaves; carrying huge cane basket on their
backs, and head covered with the traditional hat, the
woman engrossingly do their daily chores both at home
and out in the tea gardens. The tea plants mean more
to them from what they mean to us!
If you are enthusiastic enough you can also
participate with the worker in plucking tea leaves and
enjoy taking part in the local fests like being a spectator of the Jhoomur Dance, a folk dance form performed by the tea garden workers, both men and
women in the open field during the autumn season
wearing traditional attire. The rhythmic movement
of the dancers with the accompaniment of musical

instrument is a sight to behold.
The guest houses amidst the tea gardens, will
give you the real feel of being in the tea city. You can
also choose to stay over in old heritage chang bungalows which are an epitome of the British Colonial
relics providing one the experience of the Victorian
era enjoyed by Kings and Queens.
An air of calmness rules here which rejuvenates your soul and mind. Get a peek into the
entire process of tea making in Dibrugarh and enlighten yourself with all the information and tit-bits
related to the production, probably you were looking for!
Another important location for tea enthusiasts worth visiting is the Tocklai Experimental Station located in Jorhat, set up in 1911. The oldest and
the largest station for carrying out research on tea
cultivation and processing, this place is also a big reason for the productivity and expansion of tea business. The Colonial era heritage bungalows located
here are unique and attractive sites. In the Cinnamara
area, the first constructed British lake, then the source
of water is also to be found. Water hyacinths, grasses
and lotus leaves cover the lake which makes for a
perfect capture to adorn your album of memories.
Make sure to visit the different tea estates,
one of the older ones is Jalannagar tea estate established in 1959. Others like khanikar tea estate, etc.
The Sessa Tea estate which is the youngster and the
best looking tea garden is a must visit.
‘More than 800 tea estates stretch miles
and miles till the wandering eye can witness amidst
the lanes while meandering on the roads towards
the upper Assam region. Lush green tea gardens,
carpeted green pastures make your journey and
stay an enchanting experience.’

Youth is nothing less than a natural
power, it can erupt like a volcano because it includes too much power in it
and it can go higher than the waves of a
tsunami. The power of youth can not be
underestimated. Youth power has
brought so many changes that we can
never ever imagine.

Road to
Glory
Prakash Randhani
B.A. 5th Semester, Dept. of English
The word ‘Youth’ is a word that
seems to be more powerful than how it
has been described. Youth is nothing less
than a natural power, it can erupt like a
volcano because it includes too much
power in it and it can go higher than the
waves of a tsunami. The power of youth
can not be underestimated. Youth power
has brought so many changes that we can
never ever imagine. In all the fields of
social life and day to day happenings youth
plays a vital role like culture, sports, democracy, economy and many other effective branches.
Similarly, in the field of sports the
youth have succeeded many achievements. In almost all fields of sports young
generations have contributed their precious
talents. New talents are from different
parts of India. Among them, mention may
be made of a young talent of India. Hima
Das has recently made some great con-

tribution to our country. She was able to grab
a gold medal in 400 meters woman’s race in
the International Associations of Athletics Federations (IAAF), 2018. Many other young talents have proved their ability to contribute to
the country.
Now, while the Asian Games are going on, our country has quiet a Tremendous
performance. Our country is in the 7th position in the medals tally. Our country has now 6
gold, 4 silver and 13 bronze; and still the contribution is going on. In men’s wrestling Bajrang
Punia from Jhajjar, Haryana we able to get a
gold medal for the country is Asian games,
2018.
Two other tennis players have brought
India’s medal tally to a higher place. Rohan
Bopanna and Divij Sharan are able to grab gold
medal for the country. Rohit Kumar and
Bhagwan Singh have won the Bronze medal
in the men’s Double sculls of rowing event at
the Asian Games 2018.
Many other achievements are still to
arrive at our country’s doorstep. If our country keeps on moving in this pace it will be no
longer hard to move from developing country
to a developed country.



Assam Movement
and The Youth
Sasanka Nath
B.A 5th Semester, Dept. of English
The youth are the miraculous power
of any country. Young people are social actors of change and progress. The hunger,
desire, motivation, determination and high
energy of the youth can make all the differences in destroying or building a nation.
One of the remarkable events of
Assam which has influenced the Socio-Political aspects of the society is the “The Assam
Andolan”. The Assam Movement was a
popular movement from 1979 to 1985 against
the illegal immigrants of Assam that became
a threat to the true identity of the indigenous
people of Assam. The Assam Movement
which showed the greater seeds of involvement of Assamese Youth seemed to have tremendous impact on the rule of law of the
State. The movement led by “ All Assam Students’ Union” and “ All Assam Ganasangram
Parishad”, carried our series of protests and
demonstration to protect and provide constitutional and administrative security to the Indigenous Assamese People.
It must be stated here that at the
very beginning the All Assam Students’ union
(AASU) initiated campaigns for the progress

The Assam Movement
which showed the greater
seeds of involvement of
Assamese Youth seemed
to have tremendous
impact on the rule of
law of the State.

of the movement in a democratic manner.
Reference would be made to the
programmes like picketing at the front of
the Deputy Commissioners Office,
Satyagraha, bandh calls and also the
programme of fast-unto-death that marked
the democratic features of the movement.
The classes were boycotted and the students and youth had joined the union and
had contributed in the movement. The students of colleges suffered a lot from past
postponing of examinations due to the
movement. Some of the colleges started
picketing for fulfilment of assurances.
In October 1983 the parliament
passed the Illegal Migrants Act and began
to implement it in Assam to protect illegal
immigrants who continued to come to Assam
even after 1971. Finally, this resulted in framing of “The Assam Accord” which was
signed by the Prime Minister, Rajiv Gandhi
in 1985 to resolve the matter of illegal immigrants. During this years of protest 855
youths had died. The accord brought an end
to the Assam Movement and paved the way
for the leaders of the agitation to form a political party and form a government in the
state of Assam soon after.

Skill Based
Education
Bhaskar Jyoti Gogoi
B.A. 3rd Sem
Skill based Education is
a forum of Education that
focuses on cultivating personal
life skills such as self reflection,
critical thinking, problem
solving and interpersonal skills.
It aims to help children reach
their full personal potentials
and to prepare them for the
challenges of everybody's life.
Skill, based education has a
long history of supporting child
development and health
promotion in many parts. In

1986, the Ottawa Charter for Health promotion
recognized life skills in terms of making better
health choices. The 2000 Daker world
education conference took a position that all
young prople and adults have the human right to
benefit of an education that includes learning to
know, to do, to live together and to be. Skill
based education is now recognized as a
methodology to address a variety of issues of
child and youth development and thematic
responses including as expressed in UNGAS
on children (2002), World Youth Report (2003),
and the world Development Report (2007).
NSDC’s analysis has projected an
incremental Skill gap of 240 million across
major sectors from 2008-2022. By 2050 as per
estimates. India’s working population would be
in excess of 1 billion resulting in the number of
people in the age group 20.60 being higher that
what it is today. In India apporoximately 56.8
percent students are leaving schools before
reaching the qualifying class X exam. There is
a definite need for Skill development to enable
this section of society to become employable.
Skill based education is not a choice but a need
in India where the demand for skilled
professional is still very high and desire to get
skilled is low. Youth in the country still
incorrectly believe that skill based education
leads to low paid jobs. The demand made by
the industries and supply of labour force
mismatch leads to aggrevate all types of skill
development initiatives of the Government and
its partner agencies. Geographical problem is a
serious problem before the skill development
initiative in India.
To make India internationally
competitive and to boost its economic growth
further, a skilled work force is essential. As
more and more India moves towards the
knowledge economy it becomes increasingly
important for it to focus on advancement of the
skills and these skills have to be relevant to the
emerging economic environment. Therefore to
achieve its ambitions of skilling target, it is
imperative to have holistic solutions of the
challenges instead of piecemeal interventions.



Did an apple really fall on
Issac Newton’s head
Pooja Sikdar
B. Sc. 5th Semester
Dept. of Physics
Legend has it that a young Issac Newton was sitting under an apple
tree when he was bonked on the head by a falling piece of fruit, a 17th century
“aha moment” that prompted him to suddenly come up with his law of gravity.
In reality, things didn’t go down quite like that .
Newton, the son of a farmer, was born in 1642 near Grantham, England. It was during this period at Woolsthorpe that he was in the orchard there
and witnessed an apple drop from a tree. There’s no evidence to suggest the
fruit actually landed on his head, but Newton’s observation caused him to ponder why apples always fall straight to the ground (rather
than sideways or upward) and helped him be inspired to
eventually develop his law of universal gravitation. In 1687,
Newton first published this principle, which states that everybody in the universe is attracted to everybody with a
force that is directly proportional to the product of their
masses and insversely proportional to the square of the distance between them, in his land work the “Principia”. Which
also features his three laws of motion.
In 1726, Newton shared the apple anecdote with
William Stukeley, who included it in a biography. “ Memoirs
of Sir Issac Newton’s Life” published in 1752. According
to Stukeley. “ After dinner the weather being warm, we
went into the garden & drank under the shade of some
apple trees … he told me, he was just in the same situation,
as when formerly, the notion of gravitation came into his
mind … occasioned by the fall of an apple, as he sat in a
contemplative mood.
The esteemed mathematician and physicist died in
1727 and was buried at West minster Abbey. His famous
apple tree, continues to grow at Woolsthorpe Manor. ***

HUMAN RIGHTS
AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING
Aloksparkha Borah
5th Sem, Dept. of History
Human rights are the rights of every individual derived for their existence as
human beings. Human rights are based on the idea that every human being is equal in
dignity and rights in nature; in a sense that just by being born as a human being, they
deserve to be treated as such-equally and with respect. These moral claims are nonnegotiable for the very simple reason that they are the matrices of humanity itself.
Human rights itself can be found virtually in every culture and civilization, religion and
philosophical tradition. Despite of this existence, human life and human dignity has
been disregarded throughout history and continue to be disregarded even today. One
such example is the trade of human trafficking.
There are various forms of human which continue to threaten humanity and
break the human rights of its victims. These distinctions are :
Child Trafficking.
Sex Trafficking
Forced Marriaje
Labour Trafficking
Organ Trafficking
To raise awareness against breach of human rights through such activities, steps have
been taken in international and national levels with little effect. In spite of that, these
efforts are worth mentioning. The following are a few of them :
United nations convention against Transnational organized crime, 2000 (Trafficking Protocol)
Convention of the Eliminations of All Forms of Discriminations against women,
1979.
Convention on the Rights of the child, 1987.
Optional protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the child on the sale of
Children, Child prostitution and child pornography, 2000.
International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families, 1990.
International Covenant for economic, Social and Cultural Rights, 1996.
International Covenant on civil and Political Rights. 1996.
Council of Europe, Convention on Action Against Trafficking in Human Beings , 2005 (European Trafficking Contention)
It is of utmost importance that human rights be involved in the struggle against human
trafficking through identification and redressed of the discriminatory practices and
unequal distributions of power underlying trafficking.



Fourthly, after breakdancing comes Graffiti, another form
of expression of the hip hop culture can be seen in numerous locations. Repending upon the viewer, this form of
expression can either bne viewed as art of trash.

Hip Hop Culture
Sumit Robidas
B.A. 5th Semester, Dept. of English
Hip hop culture is one of the most trending
cultures among the youth of this new generation. It is
a subcutural art movement developed in the Bronx in
New York city during the late 1970’s, It was direct
result of overflowing creativity, suppressed energy,
and expression of local area teens and young adults
in an impoverished area. Funding for school programs,
music, and art classes had been dropped. The effect
was gangs and violence due to lack of recreation
outlets. Hiphop was born 44 years ago on August 11,
1973 by DJ Kool Herc threw a Back to School party
in the Bronx. DJ Kool Herc along with Afrika
Bambaata, Busy Bee Storski, began organizing block
parties in the Bronx area which started the humble
beginnings of hip hop. The results of their endeavors
frew into what is known as the hip hop culture today.
It was Afrika Bambaataa that first actually
spoke about the fine pillars of hip hop culture as a
whole. Starting from DJ ing, It was one of the founding pillars of hip hop culture, it was actually one of
the first genres of music to really get innovative with
beat drops and was the genre that brought record
scratches and beat matching to the forefront.
Secondly comes Mcing, it is now known as
rapping, spitting, cyphering, Mcing is a very obvious
mainstay in hip hop culture. The original idea behind
Mcing is that it was originally a form of poetry that
would discuss a lot of issues people were going
through. To this day, Mcing is the most visible pillars
of hip hop.
Thirdly comes breakdancing (breaking), it is
an invent in expression of the hip hop culture through
a unique form of dance. Breaking is both personal
and regional thing. Like DJing and MCing, it’s a form

of art that allows you to show your love for music
and let loose your emotions in a beautiful way. Breaking mainly consist of four kinds of movements : to
prock, downrock, powermoves and freezes. Breaking in typically set to hip hop, funk, and break beat
music, although modern trends allow for much wider
varieties of music along certain ranges of tempo and
beat patterns.
Fourthly, after breakdancing comes Graffiti,
another form of expression of the hip hop culture can
be seen in numerous locations. Depending upon the
viewer, this form of expression can either be viewed
as art of trash. Even today, this element tends to be
seen in hip hop clothing, sneaker shoes, and even art

galleries.
Lastly comes, the fifth form of hip hop culture, Beatboxing , it is a form of vocal percussion
primarily involving the art of mimicking drum machines, using ones mouth, lips, tongue and voice. Today there is an increase in the variety in which we
see beatboxing throughout musical culture.
Recently on 11 August, 2018, Hip Hop completed its 44th anniversary. A new things to know
that on that day, google changed its logo to a graffiti
designed pattern. Expectations from the young generation on hip hop culture is on the rise and it is moving towards a future with immense possibilities. ***

Light reflecting off the objects in our field of view
cnters the eye and comes to a focus on the retina,
which is lined with photoreceptor cell that convert
that light into electrochemical signals.

Mathematics
and
hallucinations
Sri Angshuman Borah
1st Semester, Dept. of Mathematics
“Psychedelic drugs can trigger characteristic hallucinations, which
have long been thought to hold clues about the brain’s circuitry.”
Hallucinations + Mathematics + Anatomy = Insight into brain architecture.
Scientists are deducing the internal circuitry of the visual brain by
mathematically reproducing the geometric hallucinations people see when
they ingest mind altering drugs, view bright - tickering
lights or encounter near death experience.
The geometric hallucinations originally studied as
early as the 1920s and 1930 by the late Geinrich kleiver,
a pioneering university of Chicago neurologist. Heinrich
Kleiver classified the shapes he saw while under the
influence of hallucinations drugs into four categories
known as “form causlaints”.
Images we “see” are essentiality the patterns of
excited neurons in the visual cortex. Light reflecting off
the objects in our field of view enters the eye and comes
to a focus on the retina, which is lined with photoreceptor cell that convert that light into electrochemical signals. These signals travel to the brain and estimate neurons in the visual cortex in patterns that, under normal
circumstances mimic the patterns of light reflecting of
objects in our field of view. But, sometimes pattern can arise spontaneously
from the random, firing of neurons in the cortex internal back ground noise,
as opposed to external, stimuli or when a psychoactive drug or other influencing factor disrupts normal brain function and boosts the random firing of
neurons. This is believed to be what happens when we hallucinate.



Karbi Youth Festival
A Time to come Together
Chelleng Engti Katharpi
B.A 5th Semester, Dept. of English
Recognized as the North – Eastern India’s largest Ethnic Festival, it
features over 5000 cultural activities on 4 stages during its annual 5 days run in
mid-February. The festival features national and regional musical entertainment,
more that 1 million visitors, over 2000 exhibitors. Food vendors, stolls and exhibition, fun shopping and much more.
The year was 1974. The venue : Diphu karbi Club, A handful of Karbi
Youth got together to organize, for the first time in the headquarter town of
Diphu, a youth Festival. Initially it was a small
festival. But within a few years it became a
major event in Karbi Anglong as well as in
North-East and looking back one finds that
the Karbi Youth Festival has not only become
an annual event which the entire Karbi
Anglong looks forward to, but also a forum
to determine and redefine Karbi Art and
culture from a new and progressive view
point.
Three years after the first festival
was organized the Karbi cultural Society was
born on January 30, 1977, Since then the responsibility of organizing this festival was
passed on from the hands of a few enthusiastic youth to a body representing the entire
Karbi people.
Karbi Youth Festival is a celebration of Karbi heritage and culture held on
the beautiful and evergreen Toralangso near
Diphu as its permanent venue. An area of
1086 bigha was selected for the permanant festival site and two stages built on
Greek model, have been constructed at this site, which have been named “Sing
Mirjin” and “Long Mirijing”. From this facility apart, the green surrounding of the
cultural complex has a series of highly raised bamboo and thatched Chang Ghars
depicting the typical traditional houses of Karbi people.
Karbi Youth Festival is not an entertainment event but an educational
experience. Our festival honors culture, tradition and family. Karbi Youth Festival encourages individuals from all ethnic backgrounds to shar in the beauty of
Karbi’s rich history, art, music and food.***

The
Karma
Festival
Justin Kujur
5th Sem., Dept. of Comp. Science
Karma festival is a festival of agriculture and is very sacred to the tribal
people of Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh,
Odisha and Assam. Tribal groups like
Baiga, Uraon, Munda, Majhwar, Kortha,
and many more tribal communities celebrate this festival in the Hindu month of
Bhadrapada. It is held on the 11th day of
purnima of Bhado that generally falls in
the month of Sept.-Oct. On this auspicious day kKaramdevta is worshipped.
Karma Devta is considered to be the God
of Youth and Power. The festival also
marks the celebration of nature and fertility. The Adivasi tribes mainly celebrate this
festival by offering prayers to the karma-

tree the symbol of Karma Devta.
There are many rituals performed in the
Karma Festival. These can be illustrated as under –
Before the festival, young villagers along with
group of drummers enter the jungle and cut one or
more branches of karam tree which is usually carried
by unmarried girls who fast for that day, while caring
the branch they as a sign for the deity. They also collect wood, fruits and flowers that are essentially required during the puja ceremony.
Then the branch is planted at the centre of
the ground, plastered with cow dung and decorated
with flowers.
A tribal priest approaches and offers germinated grains and liquor to please the deity who grants
the devotees wealth and children. Also a fowl (birds
such as chicken) is sacrificed and the blood is offered
to the branch considered as the deity. The priest then
recites a legend to the people about the effectiveness
of Karam Puja.
The branches are also garlanded and offered
flowers, rice and curd.
Grains offered to the Goddess are put in red
coloured basket and placed in front of the branches
as offerings.
The significance of these rituals can be understood in the following way –
Tribal people believe that if an unmarried girl
fasts for the day, the crops will be protected and they
will have a good harvest throughout the year.
The unmarried girls fast for their family and
safety during the festival.
Those who are married, fast
for the day for well being of their
children and happy married lives.
The karma festival delivers
a message to the whole world
and especially to the Indians that
we are all dependents of land,
water and the forest that sustain
the environment.
Worshipping them can take
away all our sufferings and in
turn nature will shower on as all
her blessings in the form of resources.



INDIA
The desires of youth
Ishani Hazarika Singhha
B.A. 5th Semester, Dept. of English
India is a country with more than 50% of its population below the age
group of 25 years. With such a burgeoning youth, India is likely to have the
world’s largest work force by 2027, with a large froup of people aged between
15 years to 65 years . So, now the question arises, what a young Indian wants?
Every sincere Indian youngster wants India to be exceedingly prosperous, advanced in all spheres and making the world a better place. Every youngster in
India sincerely envisions in India that has attained self-reliance in all the key
areas, but also having a considerable edge over other nations in Science, technology and economy.
They wish to curb the problems of corruption, poverty, backwardness
and illiteracy from the face of this great country that is endowed with all the
natural resources. They want India to prosper as a 1st world Nation and yearn
to see Indian economy as the most established and developed economy in the
world. However, with demonetization and application of GST (Goods and Service Tax), the Indian economy has developed to a considerable level. Among
these curbing Major Problems like that of terrorium, insurgency and maintenance of friendly relations with the neighbouring countries as well as countries
of the world is of great concern. Now every city of India is rapidly turning into
the most advanced smart cities of the world. The young Indian wants India to
be a free country where certain steps of environmental management are taken
and pollution levels are checked.
These are just a few of the glimpses of that every young Indian’s wishes
for his beloved motherland. To conclude with the following lines of Rabindranth
Tagore’s poem that briefly expresses
every youngster dreams for a nation –
“Where the mind is without fear
and the head is held high,
where knowledge is free;
where the world has not been
broken up into fragments
by narrow domestic walls …
where the clear stream of reason
has not lost its way into the
dreary desert sand of dead habit …
Into that heaven of freedom
My father, let my country awake.”

Peatlands
Valuable Ecosytems on Earth
Swagata Gogoi
B.A. 5th Sem, Dept. of Economics
Peat lands exist in almost 175 countries covering 3 % of the world land area.
Yet in terms of providing services to Society particularly the provision of clean drinking
water and climate regulation, their contribution is significant.
Peat lands store 30 % of the global carbon to Execerbate climate change,
emitting two giga tons of CO2 every year, which accounts for almost 6 % of all global
greenhouse gas emissions.
The role played by the peat lands in the ecosystem has not been widely appre
ciated. This has led to widely damage across the world, which led to adverse impacts
on climate change.
Peat is the accumulation of organic material (plants or mosses) that has been
formed and has not been transported after its formation. Where the water level is
stable near peat surface just below or
above. So, a peat land is an area with
naturally accumulated peat layer at the
surface. According to different definitions, this layer to be atleast 30 cm thick
for a soil to be classified as peat.
Peat lands are the superheroes of
ecosystems which purify water, sometimes mitigating flooding and providing
a home for rare species.
Peat lands are found in more than
175 countries. The largest peat deposite
are located in North America, Northern Europe and South east Asia.
Peat lands are of six principal global types, these are – Blanket mires,
Raised mires, String mires, Tundra
mires, Palsa mires and Peat Swamps. New areas are still discovered such as the
world’s largest tropical peat land discovered the forests of the Congo Basin in 2017.
Peat lands have some economic benefit too. Peat is highly used in commercial
horticulture because of its high water retaining ability and flow of air, Peat is used as
fuel to generate electricity. Peat lands are drained and used for pasture and crop production.
A lack of awareness of the benefits of peat lands means that they have severely exploited 15% of the world’s peat lands, these have released huge amount of
green house gas.
Urgent action worldwide is required to protect, sustainably manage and restore peat lands.
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I grow old ... I grow old ...
I shall wear the bottoms of my trousers rolled
---T.S.Eliot, The
Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock.
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OUT OF MY MIND
Jugal Kishore Saikia
An hour feels like a day,
A day feels like an year ...
Now that you are gone for a month,
I have this damn fear!
What if I couldn’t see you again ?
What if you just fade away ?
It couldn’t be more worse
As I feel like,
I’m being cursed.
This feeling,
keeps on stealing
That part of me
which wasn’t meant to be!
May be there’s no end to the shuttering,
Until time stops it’s buttering.
And when it does
we will meet again
under the same terrain
You’ll be at the first,
I’ll be at the last.
Gazing at you like nothing ever mattered.
But until then I write this poem of mine,
In a piece of paper
with a sign,
And making a plane of it.
Will blew it high.
into the sky.
Sending it to the heavens.
And hoping it will land to you with love.
Cause you’re one of a kind,
And I can’t get you out of my mind.

The youth of the world
Himadri Rekha Gogoi
B.CA 5th Sem
We are the youth of the world
ambitious and ready to quake soul
Sometimes, the roads seem difficult and worst
We don’t lose heart as our mission is to move
forward
When we try to achieve our dream
We have to suffer and strive
But we will do everything
Never give up, Never break down
If we prevail, we must wear the crown
Sometimes it sum cloudy and rainy
But there will be Sunshine to dazzle our aim
Our hopes and Goals may be difficult
Nothing is impossible ... only have to try hard
Whenever we fall down and feel broken
there might be someone who will heal our pain
No waves and obstacles can hinder our path
We are here to work till our last
Its we and our responsibility to bring change
in the society, may be yesterday was difficult
Today is hard, but tomorrow there will be a lot
of opportunities.

Let’s Make Her Green Again
Raju Sisty
BCA 1st Sem
Computer Science dept.
Look! What you have done.
You never cared for it,
It was all for happiness and fun,
But now you ought to think a little bit.
You thought about your own,
A world which had place for none;
To build your selfish shelter
And to build your thrones
The axe took the blame
When you destroyed the trees,
The hook did its duty
When you disturbed the seas.
You never heard her pain,
She bore all your wrong,
‘Beloved mother Nature’
She stayed silent for long.
She cries out loud to us
To understand her pain,
Through floods, through quakes
and through the acid rain.
Look ! What have you done ?
Now stop engaging things
That daily create pollution
And yes, try to find
Some other means, Some solution
It’s not too late my friend,
Let’s extend our hands
To MAKE HER GREEN AGAIN.
To MAKE HER GREEN AGAIN. 

Youth
Rosmita Gogoi
B.A. 3rd Sem
Youth is
like being trapped inside a never ending maze
Youth is
like being unable to breath under the deep
blue sea
Youth is
like climbing up a mountain of thorns
Youth is
an unsolvable puzzle
Youth is
falling hard injuring yourself yet still
running after your dreams.
Youth is
daring to do the impossible
Youth is
making mistakes and learning from them
Youth is
setting yourself free
Youth is feeling alienated from the whole world
Youth is
ephemeral
Yet still realizing it was one of the
most beautiful moments of your life.



Maturity

Pandora’s Box
Himadri Rekha Gogoi
B.CA 5th Sem
It would come in a box
They say,
Brighter than anything,
Brighter than the old lady’s eyes,
Waiting for her second life.
And see
here you go again,
With your wildest dreams
blinded by hopeless shimmers.
Her’s was a wooden doll
So
carefully crafted, coated by the color coral.
Foolishness of hers,
lost in the dirt, of endless blue
in the old lady’s yard.
And all those years
Still she searched,
for the box they hide.
And till she found
her hands all rooted,
but still with dried eyes
The box she opened,
to find the wooden doll
with a hole in its hearts.
And she asked
Why did after all these endless blue ?
Don’t you have heart ?
And slyly they whisper
in her ears, with a vague smirk
wish we had one.

Neekita Urang
B.Sc. 3rd Semester
They say,
“When you reach maturity,
You cease to grow.”
But how can maturity limit
The heights that I soar,
The expansion of my mind,
The vision of my soul,
Or, the width of my smile
When I, as a human,
wrap myself in the arms of nature ?
Yes, it doesn’t.
‘Cause’ limitations exists
only if you let them.

Reminisee of One’s School life
Priyanus Hazarika
3rd Semester
The days of my childhood were placed on those
stairs:
The whirling and amusement will be everlasting
in my tears.
The bags on our shoulders that were heavier
than our thoughts.
Will miss those conversations and feelings which
were unable to be bought!
A little smile that passed from a stranger ;
was enough to cure all the sadness and danger
And become a part of the family forever.
The infinite and imaginary dreams
that we saw at that time,
Hope that now, it will be
MINE.  

The future

Showers of Blessings

Aloksparsa Borah

Jaya Dubey

B.A. 5th Sem
We ran
without knowing what we were
Running towards
We ran from home
Until it was darkness
I hate all we saw.
We were innocent souls
With sufferings of our own
10 is too many they say
Yes, it is too many
For the wood was never enough
And what can be worse than
A drunk abusive father ?
So we ran in pain.
In spite and in revenge
And end up in the world hell
On earth.
The devil came offering
Food and chocolate
And it was a dream come true
But just for a second
As all we knew vanished
Into the dark deep sleep.
How many things they took, from us ?
Liver, kidney, virginity and sometimes
Our eyes were on the line.
And the ladder ended with an identity
of a beggar, a prostitute and a dead body.
We are forgotten.
Never to be rescued again
And we lived only for two seconds
While being alive
Don’t dare say the world is a
creed place
For you have never lost
Everything and everyone to it
We never held the words
Never knew how to count
We never held on to the balloons
Or ate a birthday cake
And we are already dead
We are the future of the world. 

How beautifully you fall on the Earth
Like a Showers of Blessings
How beautifully you fall upon
Bringing joy in Everyone’s heart
farmer’s field, children’s dance
you fall upon
How beautiful to see you
Falling upon my garden
my flowers keeps boosting you
You fall upon
How beautiful to feel you
On my hands and feet
I feel cool and pleasant
You fall upon.
How beautiful to see you
When Everything seems death
you give life on them
you fall upon.

Enough
Saif Ali
B.A. 1st Sem
Enough, I can’t bear anymore
Enough, I can’t cry anymore
My eyes are wearing, my breath is freezing
I feel, I can’t live anymore.
Enough, I can’t bear anymore
Enough, I can’t be afraid anymore
Please don’t torture, don’t force
Let me smile just once more.
Where is the youth, where is the quake ?
Please do something to someone else
Enough, enough, enough shame on us
Let’s get united today, let’s save our society today
Let’s get building our nation today.



To Walk In Humility
Ilyne Lakra
“A haughty lawyer once asked
a godly farmer -” Why don’t
you hold your head up high
the way I do? No one pus hes
me around, I bow before
neither god nor man.”
Then the farmer replied to him
“See the field of grain. Only the
empty heads stand up. Those
that are well filled always
bow low.” “The plus sign”
is made with two minus! It
means all negative things can
be shaped as positive by our
hard work and positive attitude

To Inspire
Purnima Limbu
5th Sem
A river, two persons
Sailing on their boats.
Goal is same - to catch fish.
One has started early
Other is just enroute
The first one looks back
To tell the other
What he had left behind
And is happy to see that
The second one is moving ahead
Not leaving nothing behind
First one gets encouraged
To proceed further
And second one to bring
Success closer
Because their goal is the same
It is not a complementation.

The Testament of Water
Yojurved Rajkhowa Baruah
4th Semester
Perhaps ... a word I
never believed in, A faith
that never restored
Perhaps I weren’t that unhappy, if
I weren’t found free every where
You call me by different names,
Use me to your fullest, yet I am
Cursed; when I create a havoc,
A havoc caused by your progeny
I flow, I come to your use, I ...
A help to others is a known,
Blessing, but my fate has a curse.
I am helpless, can’t you see?
I watch you making me flow
incessantly, down the drain.
I watch you dirtying my body,.
while cleaning yours, I watch
when you waste my body
I ...... a helpless commodity
I am that same commodity that
you quench your valued thirst with
while I weep in pain
It’s said funny though,
“Good begets good”.
Good can never, be well defined
To me, it’s an unknown soul
That was never in my fate
I am water
Immense pain has my soul seen
perhaps, I were happy if I weren’t
a commodity
Perhaps ........ 

Tribute to
Raj Kishore Gogoi
The wind ruffled caressing the black frizzy hair, the sunlight touched
the beautiful tiny shut eyes, the ever smiling lips lay barren, withered as he
was taken away on the arms of four men.His body shrouded as if hiding his
soul to be taken into the other realm.But with the shed of a tear, he was
gone, a talent departed and a soul rekindled with the nature...
Rajkishore, a rather simple name on a boy whose talents spoke
louder than his words. The boy with the prolific light of literature who
strummed melodies of words thawing even the most frozen of hearts. The poems, he weaved in the
tapestry of our minds told sagas of tales unknown, with words carefully selected maneuvering the toughest
of emotions in the path of ease. A master of word play with the mind of a well honed genius, he grabbed
success in whatever field he stepped foot in. A well crafted quizzer, an efficient entrepreneur and an
appreciator of fellow talent striving to take a part of the world towards amelioration and greater perquisites.
But the cruel arms of destiny tugged the ropes too early, dropping the drapes, indicating that
this play of life was over. Taken away was the beholder of the prolific talents leaving behind him a void
that nobody can ever fill.
Dear friend, the niche created after you left is unfillable. May your soul find peace wherever you are.

THE CLIMAX
Yojurved Rajkhowa Baruah
5th Semester
A void feel
A tear jerker one indeed
One that hurts yet can’t be replaced,
By other thoughts Silence,
That has stepped in those shoes,
Wearing which, the words,
Of joviality once travelled.
Accompainied by many, young and old,
Weak and bold, in a play that lead to,
A climax, Destiny screamed of a tragedy,
It’s bellows, echoing in the walls
Of the white marble gallery
It’s body, bleeding of cessation.
But denouement, nowhere to be written.
For the curtains that were raised, once,
By the hands of nativity, assuring the bond
Of a lifetime, have been dropped

By those very hands, the mouth screaming
Of the show being over, Over shadowing
The roars of the audience, who were promised
A climax that speaks of hope,
Resentment, peace and graduation blues.
For the end was inevitable, the expectations
Were just for a complete one
The audience that accompanied, the journey
Of a script, are now left standing
On a precipice
Their minds left uncertain, confused,
Uselessly hopeful about the story,
That could have been, the dialogues
That could have been said, the emotions
That could have been felt. The silence,
Replaced, by the hands of time, now
Lies defeated, by confused mutterings,
Of grief, sorrow and uncertainty.
But the story remains, uncertain still,
Without a climax. 



A Mother’s Regrets
Raj Kishore Gogoi
4th Semester
“It’s so futile to persuade you sometimes Maa. Fine then!
Don’t regret for your decision in front of me after someone else
seize the opportunity.” - Sudha said to her mother.
She had been trying to convince her mother for almost a
week now and not just her, her little brother and even her father
have tried, but all in vain. Her mother won’t just listen. Sudha
came out of the kitchen, a bit annoyed by her mother’s obstinacy.
“How can one be so stupid to lose as golden an opportunity as
this?” She was simply stunned. She had always noticed, how so
many chances knocked at her mother’s door, but she would never
let them in. She would simply refuse and her reason would be, “ I
don’t have that blood and spirit anymore.”
“ I will help you in the houshold work when you’d be
busy.” - Mahesh said to his wife on the dining table.
“ Oh really? Do you remember that week I was away in
Guwahati for training and the pile of plates that were waiting for
me whan I got back? - Mother taunted.
“ Maa, don’t worry about me too, I will do all my stuff by
myself. I have grown up.” - Her little brother Tishi said.
“Then is there a ghost who leaves his underwear in the
bathroom after bathing, or spills his things all around the room
after returning from school ?” - Saying, mother burst into a peal of
laughter and the rest three joined her.
Sudha knew her mother’s qualifications. This would leave
her thinking, what could be the reason her mother nowadays kept
herself away from things such as jobs and social participations.
In the evening Rishi’s best frient Ankit and his mother
visited them.
Sudha woke up from her nap and heard her mother speaking, “You know Rachna, I had that zest and ambition once. But
after my marriage, things became like chalk and cheese for me.
Not that my husband didn’t support me, he did his best to convince

me to do something, but I, didn’t want
to be away working, instead of being near my children, attending to
their needs, I did teach in a primary
school but after a couple of years I
quit. Then I joined a training centre
where I had to teach elderly women.
It was a bit interesting but that too
ran for not more than three years. I
needed to quit because Sudha’s
board exams were approaching. I
couldn’t keep myself engaged in
other business because my kids are
more important for me.”
Sudha didn’t enter the
drawing room.
At night, when all four of
them were having dinner, Mahesh
asked his wife “ So is your decision final?”
“ Isn’t that apparent
enough?”
“ You promise you will not
regret when someone who is less
qualified compared to you becomes
the Chairman?”
“ I would rather look after
my two precious gems than moving
around, handshaking politicians.”. She said, winking at Sudha.
****************
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When I think of my past, I realise everytime I rejected from something good. Actually
I was redirected to something better.



B.F.
Skinner
Rainforcer
Pavlov
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Oh my Saruf Khan I Love
You.

Sorry

Promis

Good Night.
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Love Letter
Sneha Gogoi, B.Sc. 6th Sem, Dept. of Botany
To my dear,
John,
My Darling, Sinu the time that I met you.
I've experienced things that I have never thought I
was capable of experiencing. You have showed me
the beauty of spring. the joy of getting wet in the rain,
the silent joy that autumn brings and I know that ev-

erything in the world seems much better because I have
you. You have helped me realize my true potential,
helped me push my limits and made me feel truly alive.
All the I really want from you now is the care and
protection your always showered on me and the promise that you will be by my side forever. “Love is like
the wind we can’t see it we can only feel it.
From your love
Dia Milla.





/



A Sound mind in a Sound body

Zone



REPORT OF
DEBATING AND
SYMPOSIUM SECRETARY
For good ideas and true innovation, you need
human interaction, conflict, argument, debate.
Margaret Heffernan Reminiscing the contribution
and sacrifice of the great people towards D. R.
College it is my utmost pleasure to work for the
development of the college as a member of the
Students’ Union 2017-18. Not everyone gets a
chance to do so but I was lucky enough to be the
Debating and Symposium Secretary of the college
in its 68th year.
Public Speaking is an art. This skill is of great
importance.It has always been a dream for me to
do something for the institute in which I study and I
got a fair chance to do so. I am very much interested
in literature field and I feel grateful to have been
able to work in this field.
Being the debate secretary of the college it
was my duty to send interested students for
participation in different competitions. Through my
portfolio I was in-charge of debate, quiz, speech,
group discussions and such. The students from our
college participated in various competitions and I
had to ensure that they participated in the events.
The various events in which the students were able
to hold a position are1.Rashmi Rekha Nath - Best Debater All
Assam Debate Competition (Athkhelia Odibekhon)
2. SayedNekib– 2nd prize All Assam Quiz
Competition (Athkhelia Odibekhon)
3. Mridupaban Dutta & Mausam Dutta - 3rd
prize Rajeev Lochan Borah Memorial Inter
Institutional Prize Money Quiz Competition
4. Mridupaban Dutta &Mausam Dutta -3rd
prize Swargiya Numal Dutta Memorial Quiz Com.
Special applause to Yojurved Rajkhowa
Baruah who was able to win the position in English
Recitation in the Youth Fest 2018 which was hosted
by Joysagar College, Sivsagar.

Apart from participating in competitions all
aroundthe year the annual college week also held
an important part in my college life. I had four events
under me – Debate, Quiz, Extempore Speech &
Group Discussion. It was a challenge for me to
organise these competitions smoothly and
effectively. I whole-heartedly thank the teachers,
Mridul Chetia, Jyoti Prasad Dutta, Hemanta Saikia
Santanu Acharjya, Bhaskar Bora, Dr.Umme Jamil,
Dhritiman Talukdar, Devojit Phukan, Nitumoni
Saikia who helped me in my events by agreeing to
judge at the various competitions.
Arranging all the events might have been
nearly impossible without my teacher in-charge, Dr.
Pawan Chetri. I thank him for guiding me kindly
and patiently. He has been a great support for me
during my entire tenure helping me in making every
decision and work through that. I would also like to
thank my fellow secretaries, ex-union members and
every Debrajian for supporting and helping me
throughout.
As the Debate Secretary I had some plans to
work on and bring light to the literature sector. I
along with my teacher in charge planned to organise
small debate and speech competitions inside the
college campus so that the talent of the students
never go unnoticed but due to shortage of time and
our tight schedule I was only able to organise the
screening before sending students to the
competitions. I am extremely sorry for that and I
hope that the next debate secretaries would do some
of the work which I was unable to do.
Last but not the least I would like to thank all
the Debrajians for their co-operation, Chandopal da,
Sayed Da who helped me at each and every step
that I took. I also thank the college non-teaching
staff, Diganta Da, Tuni Da for their help and support
in arranging my events specially during college
week.
Hoping for a brighter future of the college.
Long live Debraj Roy College.

–Neekita Urang













1st : Raj Kishore Gogoi(Chemestry )
2nd : Yojurbed Rajkumar Boruah (Zoology)
3rd : Kaberi Chatia (Economics Dept)
1st : Raj Kishore Gogoi (Chemestry )
2nd : Kaberi Chatia (Economics )
3rd : Rashmi Rekha Nath (Zoology)
Kaberi Chatia (Economics ) Ass.
Raj Kishore Gogoi(Chemestry ) English
1st : Sneha Gogoi (Botany)
2nd : Pronoti Kalita (Zology)
3rd : Sarat Chetia (Zoology)
1st : Sayad Nekeb (Zoology)
2nd : Vday Das (Assamese)
3rd : Hritooiz Thakur (1st year Arts)
1st : Sayad Nekeb (Zoology)
2nd : Pronoti Kalita (Zology)
1st : Sayad Nekeb (Zoology)
2nd : Kaberi Chatia (Economics )
3rd : Raj Kishore Gogoi (Chemestry )
Sarat Chetia (Zoology)
1st : Aparajita Sharma (Philosophy)
2nd : Sima Barla
3rd : Sumit Dey ( Botany)
1st : Yojurbed Rajkumar Boruah (Zoo.)
2nd : Salabdi Kashyap (Zoology)
3rd : Gopika Nandan Kutum (Eng)
Sumit Dey (Botany)
1st : Bedanta Kolita (Pol. Sci Dept)
2nd : Bitopu Bhuyan (Eco. Dept)
3rd : Sarat Chetia (Zoology)
1st : Yojurbed Rajkumar Boruah (Zoo.)
2nd : Rashmi Rekha Nath (Zoology)
3rd : Sonam Kalwar (Phy Dept)
1st : Sumit Dey (Botany)
2nd : Sarat Chetia (Zoology)
3rd : Kaberi Chatia (Economics Dept)
1st : Kaberi Chatia (Economics Dept)
2nd : Sayad Nekeb (Zoology)
3rd : Hritik Thakur (1st Year)
1st : Sima Gogoi (Assamese)
2nd : Swastika Saikia (Chemistry)
3rd : Shymalima Saikia (Zoology)

1st : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
2nd : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
3rd : Shreya Sen (Chemestry)
1st : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
2nd : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
3rd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
1st : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
2nd : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
3rd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
1st : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
2nd : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
3rd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
1st : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
2nd : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
3rd : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
1st : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
2nd : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
3rd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
1st : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
2nd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
3rd : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
1st : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
2nd : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
3rd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
1st : Shreya Sen (Cemistry)
2nd : Anurag Kalyan Borgohain (Botany)
3rd : Asish Khound (H.S 1st year)
1st : Samarjit Saikia (Botany)
2nd : Pubali Das (History)
Rituparna Saikia (Philosophy)
3rd : Bornali Kalita (Economics)
Dibyashri Rajkhowa (Education)
1st : Rituparna Saikia (Philosophy)
2nd : Pronoti Kalita (Zoology)
3rd : Himadri Gogoi (economics)
1st : Dhrubajyoti Kalita (Economics)
2nd : Pronoti Kalita (Zoology)
3rd : Sudeshna Chetia Phukon (Chem.)

Inter Dept. Football Competition
Winner
: Economics Dept.
Runner up
: English Dept.
Semi Final
: Botany Dept.
1st Position
2nd Position
3rd Posititon
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

Marchpast Competition
- History Dept.
- Economics Dept.
- Chemistry Dept
4oo Meter Race (Boys)
- Sri Narayan Thakur (Zoology)
- Sri Rintumoni Pator (Economics)
- Sri Bidyut Bora (H.S. 2nd Year, Science)
4oo Meter Race (Girls)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
- Miss Punam Prasad (H.S. 1st Year, Arts)
- Miss Sunali Hazarika (History)
Geveline Throw (Boys)
- Sri Debajit Das (Philosophy)
- Sri Bhaskor jyoti Bora (Chemistry)
- Sri Chandan Jyoti Thengal (Philosophy)
Geveline Throw (Girls)
- Miss Rimirekha Gogoi (History)
- Miss Himashri Borah(Philosophy)
- Miss Bitopi Bhuyan (Conomics)
- Miss Junmoni Saikia (Assamese)
Shot put (Boys)
- Sri Sasanka Ranjan Sarma (Economics)
- Sri Nandan Gogoi (Physic)
- Sri Pankaj Bora (Economics)
Shot put (Girls)
- Miss Sunali Hazarika (History)
- Miss Punam Prasad (H.S. 1st Year)
- Miss Rasmirekha Gogoi (Economis)
Disc Cast Throw (Boys)
- Sri Nandan Gogoi (Physic)
- Sri Rintumoni Pator (Economics)
- Sri Paban Gogoi (Pol. Science)
Disc Cast Throw (Girls)
- Miss Trishali Sarmah (Economics)
- Miss Rasmirekha Gogoi (Economis)
- Miss Sunali Hazarika (History)
2oo Meter Race (Boys)
- Sri Aditya Shosh
- Sri Rintumoni Pator (Economics)
- Sri Bidyut Bora (H.S. 2nd Year, Science)
2oo Meter Race (Girls)
- Miss Sunali Hazarika (History)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
- Miss Punam Prasad (H.S. 1st Year)

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd
1st

100 Meter Race (Boys)
Sri Aditya Shosh
Sri Rintumoni Pator (Economics)
Sri Bidyut Bora (H.S. 2nd Year, Science)
100 Meter Race (Girls)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
- Miss Sunali Hazarika (History)
- Miss Punam Prasad (H.S. 1st Year)
1500 Meter Race (Boys)
- Sri Narayan Thakur (Zoology)
- Sri Nabaram Gogoi (Physiscs)
- Sri Rintumoni Pator (Economics)
800 Meter Race (Boys)
- Sri Rintumoni Pator (Economics)
- Sri Narayan Thakur (Zoology)
- Sri Kaustav Bora (Chem)
800 Meter Race (Girls)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
- Miss Sunali Hazarika (History)
- Miss Anu Khaklari (Maths)
Long Jump (Boys)
- Sri Aditya Shosh
- Sri Kaustav Bora (Chem)
- Sri Naborun Gogoi (Physics)
- Sri Tikendrajit Pegy (Botany)
Long Jump (Girls)
- Miss Poonam Prasad (H.S. 1st Year)
- Miss Rebea Bosumatary (H.S. 2nd Year)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
- Miss Anu Khaklari (Maths)
Triple Jump (Girls)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
- Miss Rimirekha Gogoi (History)
- Miss Poonam Prasad (H.S. 1st Year
Triple Jump (Boys)
- Sri Aditya Shosh
- Sri Tikendrajit Pegy (Botany)
- Sri Narayan Thakur (Zoology)
- Sri Rakesh Saikia (Botany)
GIRLS COMMON ROOM
Carrom (Girls Single)
- Miss Easther Nengminja Sangma (Eng.)
- Miss Martha Doley (Botany)
- Miss Annanya Pegu (Philosophy)
Chess (Girls )
- Miss Miijyomai Pathori (Statistics)
- Miss Sonam kalar (Phisics)
- Miss Kosturi Kaushik (Philosophy)
BOYS COMMON ROOM
Chess (Boys )
- Rishi Boruah (English)
-



2nd

1st
2nd

Tanmay Jyoti Dutta (English)
Carrom (Boys Single)
- Rajikul Islam (Economics)
- Jagrat Protim Saikia (Assamese)
Carrom (Boys Double)
- Rajikul Islam, Milon Bora
- Dimpol Bora , Bedanga Tamuly

1st
2nd

-

1st
2nd

1st
2nd
3rd

-

1st
2nd
3rd

-

1st
2nd

-

Quiz

Winner
Runner’s up
Semi Final

:
:
:

Winner
Runner’s up

–
–

Winner
Runner’s up

–
–

Girls Doubles
Puja Sikdar, Pronali Das (Phy)
Easther N. Sangma, Shilpika Gogoi (Eng)
Sonam Kalwar, Yurish (Phy)
Nikita Hazarika , Niki Das (1st year)
Boys Singles
Bikram Phukan
Dhrubojyoti Kalita
Girls Singls
Tinamoni Das (Zoology)
Puja Sikdar (Physics)

Miss DR
1st Runner’s up
2nd Runner’s up
Best Smile
Best Attire
Best Personality
Best Cat Walk
Judges Special
Prize

-

Miss DR Contest
Bipasha Saikia
Ritushna Baruah
Bornali Kalita
Parishmita Turung
Rinki Kalita
Rashmi Rekha Nath
Rituparna Saikia

-

Pritantika Gogoi (Eco)
Shymalima saikia (Zoo),
Debarshooa Saikia (Zoo)
Rosjmirekha Nath (Zoo),
Ishyesha Begum (eco)
Music Chair
Miss Pritantika Gogoi (Eco)
Miss Angelica Gogoi (Zoo)
Miss Poly Hazarika (Bot)
Sayed Nekib (Zoo)
Gitashree Saikia (Zoo)
Somar Saikia (Botany)
Tag of War
Economics
Chemistry

DEBATING AND SYMPOSIUM DEPT.
1st Zoology Dept.
2ndPhysics Dept.
3rdPhysics Dept.

Extempore

1st 2nd3rd-

Zoology Dept.
Education Dept.
Zoology Dept

Debate

1st 2nd3rd-

Zoology Dept.
Zoology Dept.
Zoology Dept

Group Discussion1st Zoology Dept.
2ndZoology Dept.
3rdZoology Dept
Boys Double
Winner
: Himangshu Tamuly,
Debopratim Saikia (Eng)
Runner’s up
: Sadik Ahmed, Fardeen Rahman (Eng)
Semi Final
: Mridupaban Dutta, Debanga Batch (Chem)
Dhrubogyoti Kalita, Bikram Phukan (Eco)
Mix Double
Winner
: Dhubajyoti Kalita, Rumi (Eco)
Runner’s up
: Himangshu Tamuly,
Panchami Bhuyan (Eng)
Semi Final
: Bikram Phukon , Kabyoshree (Eco)
Mridupaban Dutta , Priti Talukdar (Chem)

1st
2nd
3rd

-

Himadrirekha Gogoi
Hair Style
Anju Begum (Zoology Dept.)
Sneha Gogoi ( Botony Dept.)
Bitopi Bhuyan (Economics Dept)
Satabdi Kashyap (Zoology Dept)

***

Editors of DEBRAJIAN
1952

1954
1955
1956
1958
1959
1960
1961
1964-65
1966
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1981 -82
1983-84
1985-86
1986-87
1988-89

Amulya Handique
(Assamese Section)
Shiva Khatoniar
(English Section)
Gunin Dutta
Deheeram Bhoi
Shrinath Rajbanshi
Kumud Ch. Gogoi
Mohendra Baruah
Anantaram Chutia
Nabin Gogoi
Hem Baruah
Phani Hazarika
Puranda Gogoi
Satyen Gogoi
Nagen Borah
Golap Gogoi
Gunaram Gogoi
Prasenjit Goswami
Arupa Patangia
Shishuram Chutia
Mainu Borgohain
Bikash Buragohain
Hem Phukan
Ratneswar Sakia
Jayanta Kumar Saikia
Parag Hazarika
Ajit Kakoty
Bharat Phukan

1989-90 Rintu Gohain
1990-91 Bhaben Jyoti Borah
1992-93 Bitupan Talukdar
1993-94 Yugal Jyoti Borah
1994-95 Khireswar Saikia
1995-96 Rajkishore Dutta
1996-97 Dipak Nath
1997-98 Kaustav Moni Hazarika
1998-99 Monoj Bora
1999-2000Rajib Saikia
2000-01 Pranjit Sarma
2001-02 Bhabani Kr. Bora
2002-03 Abinash Hazarika
2003-04 Samudrajit Sharma
2004-05 Prafulla Saikia
2005-06 Kaku Bora
2006-07 Santosh Kr Sandilya
2007-08 Achinta Bora
2008-09 Porag Bora
2009-10 Partha Protim Mahnta
2010-11 Bornali Mahnta
2011 -12 Aneekhya Bora
2012-13 Dipankar Bortamuly
2013-14 Kushal Saikia
2014-15 Monalisha Devi
2015-16 Parismita Bora
2016-17 Kaberi Chetia
2017-18 Bornali Kalita





